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Abstract
Using OUTub initio configuration interaction potential energy surface for the C staLe of HCN,
we carried out classical trajectory calculations aimed at simulating the predissociation dynamics
ofvarious vibronic states of HCN and DCN. OUT results provide an interpretation
of the experimental photofragment excitation spectrum of this species. They algo indicate that tunneling, which
bad been postulated as a rate-determining
step in the predissociation, is not substantial. Intramolecular energy transfer seems to be the slaw step. Finally, there is evidence that on a time stale up
to one rotational period, the predissociation kinetics is quite marle specific.

1. Introduction
An interpretation of the photofragment excitation (PFE) spectrum [I] of
C-stale HCN bas recently been puf fort h by OUTlaboratory [2]. OUTinterpretatian was based on analysis of the experimental data together with an ab initio
configuration interation (CI) C-stale potential energy surface which we computed at maTethan 150 different HCN geometries (with the CN bond length
frozen). In this artic1e we supplement this analysis via c1assical trajectory calculations in an attempt to achieve a more quantitative understanding of the rate
and mechanism of predissociation of the various vibronic levels* (VI,V2)in the
C-stale HCN. Because OUTdesire is to address the predissociation of only those
vibronic states that do not involveexcitation of the CN stretching marle, we have
not inc1uded the rCN degree of freedom in OUT,
potential surface. For situations
in which large amounts of energy reside in the CH stretching or HCN bending
modes, it is certainly likely that energy could flow into the CN marle. However,
even in soch cases, OUTdesire to slody only the V3

t-

= O lines

in the PFE spectrum

allows us to restrict rCN in computing OUTenergy surface..
In the PFE experiment of MacPhersonand Simons [I] (MS), light in the
wavelength range 130-155 nm is used to excite (linear) X 12;HCN tovarious
vibronic levels (V)'V2)of the CIA' stale. The intensity and polarization of the
fluorescence of the B 22;+ excited,CN (produced by fragmentation of C-stale
* "The C-state's CH stretching vibration frequency (Iabeled wit h quantum number VI) is approximately 2300 cm-I; the bending frequency (Iabeled V2) is approximately 800 cm-I. For the
DCN isotope, which MS algo studied, the respective frequencies are 1450 and 650 cm-I. In generating
the CI potential surface, we froze the CN distance because we were interested in interpreting on1y
those lines in the PFE spectrum arising from VIoV2excitation.
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HCN: HCN* -+ H + CN*, CN* -+ CN + hv) ale monitoredas functionsof
VIand V2.If no CN f1uoresence is observed, it is inferred that the vlv21evel is
bound (Le., not dissociative). CN f1uorescence that retains the polarization*
of the exciting light is said to arise flam dissociation of the VIv21evelthat took
place before the HCN bad time to undergo several rotations (Trot'" 2 X 10-13
s). Fluorescence that bas lost much ofthe initial polarization content arose flam
alevel VIV2that took longer* than Trotto dissociate. Ifthe lines in the absorption
or PFE spectrum display broadening comparable to the spacing between the
vibrationallines of the bending progression (~v '" 800 cm-I, which corresponds
to ~A ~ 2 um, near 135 um), the dissociation is postulated to occur within approximately one bending vibration (Tbend'" 4 X 10-14 s). Complete absence of
vibrational'structure in the PFE spectrum is interpreted to be due to direct dissociation of that vlv21evel.
By thus combining the polarization information with any broadening ofthe
absorption or PFE spectrum, MSale able to place bounds on the rates of dissociation of various VIV2levels of both HCN and DCN (whose rotation and
bending times ale "'2 X 10-13 and 5 X 10-14 s, respectively).
2. Rationalization oCExperimentalData
Our ab initio CI potential energy surface for C-state HCN is displayed pictorially in Figure l and is described mOle quantitatively in ref. 2. Near the
equilibrium bond angle (ca. 140°) of the HCN C state, the surface shows no
barrier as a function ofthe radial coordinate.t Hence for very low values ofthe
bending quantum number (V2), which correspond to HCN band angles near
140°, we expect the various VI levels to be either bound (if they lic below the
dissociation threshold) or directly dissociative. However, as V2incteases, the
molecule sampIes a wider region of band angles. At angles greater than 150°
or less than 125°, the C-state surface displays barrierst along the radial coordinate (see Fig. 1). However, the depth of the potential en«rgy well of ibis surface
is reduced as the HCN angle deviates flam 140°. As a result, we expect excitatian of the V2bending mocieto have iwo effects. First, the appearance of a radial
barrier should permit motion along the VIstretching mocie to become trapped
(behind the barrier), thereby giving rise to alevel (VJ,V2)that could persist for
a rew vibrational periods. Second, the decrease in the depth of the well as V2is
excited (Le., angular deviation increases) might be expected to allow the VI
mode's energy to move above the potential energy barrier. There is a competition
between the tendency of the barrier to growand the well to become mOleshallow
as V2increases. This should give rise to a region of V2values corresponding to
* The Iluorescence

lifetime of the B2~+ CN radical is short enough sa that CN rotation

after

HCN (DCN) fragmentation cannot be the major cause of depolarization.
t The radial coordinate r is measured erom the center of mass of the CN moiety. This choice was
marle to facilitate treatment of the classical equations of motion. The HCN angular coordinate (O)
is defined to be 1800 at the linear HCN geometry.
J As discussed in ref. 2, these barriers are due to avoided configuration
simply angular momentum barriers.

crossings. They are not
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Figure I. (a) The contour plot of the potential energy surfacefor C-stare HCN. The energy
ranges Erom -92.600 to -92.645 a.u. The HCN bond angle for the minimum of either energy
well occurs at 144" (as labeled), at an H-C distance of 2.2 a.u. The rwo minima are shown
herc on a center

of mass

polar

coordinate

grid at r

= 3.3

a.u. (CM)

and O

= 157"

(CM)

and

0= 203" (CM). (b) The three-dimensional plot ofthe same surface as viewed along the C-N
bond axis (180"). The minimum ofthe energy wen at 144" are labeled as reference. (c) The
same

surface

as viewed

Erom O

=

140"

(CM).

It shows

the ridges

that

form

the radial

barrier

atbOlld angles greater than 150" and less than 125", as labeled. The 180" band angle and
the 1440 band angle are labeled as references.
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(c)

Figure I. (Continued from previous page.)

metastable predissociating states (trapped by the barrier) and another range
of V2values belonging to directly dissociating states. Of course, very law V2values
can also yield bound vlv2levels.
Although the above qualitative discussion is predicted on the approximation
that VIand V2motion can be thought of as separabIe, it formed the basis of aur
analysis in ref. 2 ofthe MSexperimental data onHCN and DCN.* In fact, aur
estimates [2] of the rates ofH or D tunneling through the radial barriers described above allowed us to rationalize the relative rates of predissociation of
the various vlv2levels. We could not at that time, however,estimate the absolute
rates of tunneling very accurately. As we shall demonstrate shortly, the fact that
we could explain the MSdata in terms of a tunneling modelwas merely fortuitous. Tunneling actually bas little to do with the dynamics of this system.
3. The Need for Dynamical Slody
Although the above-outlined interpretation of the MS data in terms of aur
energy surface seemed quite satisfactor.y,we bad doubts as to whether tunneling
through the radia l barrier was the dominant predissociation mechanism. After
aU, it is also possible that intramolecular intermode energy transfer could cause
dissociation. That is, VImotion could be trapped behind a barrier (for large V2)
until P2 -+ VIenergy flowoccurs,uran whichthe barrier is lowerand the V]
energy lies above the barrier. Unfortunately, the time resolution of the MSPFE
experiments was not adequate [l] to determine whether the observed H(D)
* The potential energy surfaces are, of course, identical for these twa isotopes. On ty the vibrational
energy levels and tunneling

r'-

rates differ.
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isotope effects could be uniquely attributed to tunneling rather than to different
VIand V2energy levels and energy transfer rates.
In an attempt to examine the relative roles of tunneling and intramolecular
energy transfer, we undertook a series of classical trajectory calculations aimed
at simulating the dissociation ofvarious vlv2levels of HCN and DCN. In this
work, we mad e use of OUTab initio potential energy surface described in ref. 2.
Because of its lower VIand P2frequencies, DCN bas maDYmoceVIv2levelswhich
show predissociative behavior (Le., structured PFE spectrum [I]). Hence, we
choose to present herc the results of OUTwork on DCN and to simply comment
on OUTanalogous findings for HCN.

.

4. Overviewof~ethods

Used

A. lnitial Coordinates and Momenta
To simulate the behavior of aDYvlv2level, we ran 10,000 classical trajectories

whoseinitial D-atomrelativecoordinates(r,O)andmomenta(PnPO)wecedistributed to mimic the probabilityamplitudes* for radial and angular motion
in DCN. To generale the angular wavefunctions, we fiest folIowed theposition
ofthe radial minimum [rmin(O)]in the potential surface as a function ofO. The
energy along this "path" was used to define an angular potential energy. By then
numerically integrating the angular Schrooinger equation for this potential we
arrived at a set of angular wavefunctionst XviO) and energies fvl' The latter wece
in remarkably good agreement with the experimentally observed V2energy
spacings [1], thereby lending support to the use of approximate separation of
angular and radial motions in generating the probability distributions for initial
coordinates (O,r). To obtain the radial vibrational wavefunctions, we proceeded
as follows. At each of moce than 50 angles (O),we numerically integrated the
radial Schr6dingerequation (for fixed O)to computeXV1(r). The energies along
this VImociewece constrained to be those obtained in the MSexperimeot.
Given the angular wavefunctions, we used IXviO)12 as the relative probability
. weighting for choosing initial Ovalues in OUTclassical trajectory wark. Likewise,
rIXVl(r) 12gave the weighting to attach to aDYinitial r coordinate. (The quantity
r comes erom the volume element.) The initial momenta PO,Prwece obtained
,

* Admittedly,

the predissociating

states being studied here are not stationary

states. However,

those levels PIP2 which have lifetimes long enough to give rise to structure in the HCN absorption
spectrum should be reasonably described as localized wavefunctions in the region ofthe attractive
potential energy wen.
'
t In integrating the angular SchrOdinger equation, we bad to choose afixed value of the radial
coordinate (which enters joto the kinetic energy as pU2W2). Since the value of r varied little along
the palb defining the angular potential, we Celt safe in making the assumption that 'r was constant.
Without Ibis approximation we could not have solved for the angular and radial wavefunctions in
such a "separated" manner. We would have bad to deal with the formidable problem of solving for
the coupled (O,r) vibrational wavefunctions. The fact that the MS absorption spectrum showed
reasonable regularity in the energy spacings of the VI and P2 modes gave us reasonable confidence

that such an approximate separability ansatz was not Latany in errat.
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(to within a :l: sign, which was randomly chosen) via energy conservation [e.g.,
€VI= p;/21l + E(r,(I)].
B. Integration oj Classical Trajectories
For any VIV2level, 10,000 ((I,r,PO,Pr)initial values were obtained via the
above-outlined procedure. Using a finie step* of ca. 2 X 10-16 s, and a Gear
sixth-order hybrid predictor-corrector numerical inte~ration method [3], the
classical equations of motion (including molecular rotationt) were integrated.
From the shape of the potential energy surface shown in Figure 1, we knew that
ance r reached 4.4 a.u. the molecule was on its way to fragmentation if the total
energy was above the dissociation limit and Pr was greater than zero. Hence r
> 4.4 a.u. and Pr > Owas used as OUTdefinition of when dissociation had occurred. Although we have indeed included the effects of overall molecular
rotation in OUTclassical trajectory simulations, we found no noticeable (on the
scale of Fig. 2) influence of the centrifugal forces that arise from sucb rotations.
Clearly, such centrifugal distortions exist but they seem to have little effect for
thoseDCN rotationallevels which are populated at ca. 300 K.
To estimate the contributions to the dissociation fale marle by tunneling, we
employed a simple WKBapproximation to the tunneling probability each time
the trapping barrier caused Pr.to pass through zero. The height and thickness
of the barrier through which tunneling was allowed to occur were estimated by
following the ab initio surface radiallyt from,wherePr reached zero, "through"
the barrier, to the larg er r value where classical motion would again become
possible. By employing even this simple tunneling estimate, we were able to
examine the fale of each classical trajectoryboth in the absence and in the
presence of tunneling.
As a result of monitoring 10,000 classical trajectories for each VIV2combination, we know what fraction of the trajectories did not dissociate before time
t (with and without tunneling). We canthusconstruct graphs of this fraction
as a function of time for each VIV2level. The results of OUTDCN classical trajectory simulations are presented for VI = 0,1,2,3in Figure 2.
* This time step was arrived at after much experimentation.
We wanted to take a smalI enough
step to guarantee that even onr longest-lived trajectories could be "turned around" (Le., run in reverse) to regenerate the same cIassical palb. This time-reversed stability is a test both of the accuracy
of onr numerical integration routine and ofthe propriety of onr time step. We feel confident that
Ibis time step is short enough to guarantee Ibis kind of stability.
t Although we initially explored the effects of populating various rotational states of the DCN
molecule, we soon found that rotational motions likely to be populated at 300 K bad little effect
on the predissociation rates of any of the levels "1"2 we simulated. Therefore, in Fig. 2 we present
,onr results for the dissociative rates in which only the one mostprobably
populated (at 300 K) rotationallevel
of DCN is employed.
; This is, of course, approximation since the D atom's motion may have bad SOfie angular component when it "s truck" the barrier. However, because we observed little tunneling contribution
to the predissociation rates of HCN or DCN, we feel that Ibis crude approximation does not need
to be improved upon. If tunneling were substantial, we would have to treat it more accurat<;)y.

"
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Figure 2. (a)-(d)

,
give the fraction of molecules that remain undissociated

as a function of

time. Each integer pair label indicate the particular quantum numbers VI,Pl. The data art
arranged to show the effects of increasing Vl at constant VI. On the time axis we included
reference markers which indicate the DCN stretching (I) and bending periods (x). The rotational period of DCN is approximately 20 X 10-14 S.
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5. Discussion oCResults
Clearly for ..Vl = 3 a significant fraction (80-90%) of the DCN molecules
dissociate within one bending vibrationaI period and certainly within a fraction
of a rotational period. Hence all V2levels of VI = 3 DCN are expected to give
rise to broadened PFE and absorption spectra and appreciable retention of polarization.
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The fact that any significant fraction of the VI = 3 DCN molecules rema in
undissociated beyond one bending vibrational period is somewhat surprising
since aU ~l

= 3levels

have enough

energy to directly

dissociate.

We take the fact

that 0-10% of the molecules do not undergó direct dissociation as an indication
that VI ->- V2intramolecular energy transfer is taking place. This caD happen
if, as the stretching motion along r is occurring, the DCN also bends so a's to
produce a radial barrier which the D atomstrikes. By hitting ibis barrier, which
Figure l shows to be highly curved (Le., (Jdependent), theDCN caD convert
radial motion (of which it bas excess for VI = 3) into angular motion. This lowers
the radia I kinetic energy and hence "delays" the DCN's fnigmentation.
Unlike

the situation

for VI

= 3 DCN,

where we postulate

VI ->- V2 energy

flow

to occur, VI= 0,1,2 DCN seems to show same V2->-VIenergy transfer. For law
V2excitation, the energy in the VImocie lies below the dissociation threshold.
As V2is increasingly excited [see Figs. 2(a)-2(c)], the DCN motion begins to
sample regions of the surface which have barriers and shaUowerenergy minima
(along r). Hence radial motion caD rema in trapped bt:hind the barrier for same
time. However, if V2->-VIenergy transfer takes place, the DCN motion returns
to the angular regions of the surface having little or no barrier but naw with
increased radial kinetic energy. With the newly acquired radial energy the
molecule caDthen dissociate. The reason that V2->-VI energy flow seemsto occur
for VI = 0,1,2 whereas same VI->-V2flow occurs for VI= 3 is probably simply
a matter of which mocie bas maTe energy. When VI = 0,1,2 and V2 ~ 5 the
bending mociebas maTeenergy; for VI = 3 the situation is reversed.
In Figure 2(a) and 2(c) the results for VlV2= (0,5),(2,2),and (2,3)are shown
as double lines. In each case, the laweTline gives the results when tunneling was
included, as discussed earlier. The upper line relates to OUTtrajectory results
in the absence of.tunneling. Similarly, very smalI tunneling contributions were

observedfor all

\.

VIV2

combinationsfor DCN and even (although somewhat

larger) for HCN. In Figure 2 these tunnelingjnontunneling comparisons were
not shown for all VIV2levels simply to avoid confusion in the graphs. OUTconclusion, therefore, is that tunneling is not appreciable.
Although there does seem to be same energy transfer between the VIand V2
modes, OUTsimulated Tales of dissocation retain substantial mocie specificity.
For example, levels (V]'V2) = (0,5) and (l,3) show markedly different decay
although they have nearly (within ca. 130cm-l) the same total energy. Likewise
levels (0,10), (2,5), and (3,3) wJtich have common energies within 130 cm-l,
show very differentdecay kinetics. DCN and HCN thus caD be said to display
mociespecificity within the time scale of OUTsimulations.

6. Summary
The data obtained in OUTclassical trajectory simulations of the predissociation
of various VIv2levels of DCN do indeed help interpret the MSexperimental PFE
spectra of HCN and DCN. Moreover, they provide insight into the mechanism
of the fast (Le., essentiaUydirect) and slower (V2->-VItransfer) predissociation

.
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steps. It seems that intramolecular energy transfer, rather than tunneling, plays
the central role.
There are, however, SOfiepoints that remain to be addressed. Although our
ab initio potential energy surface seems to give an excellent line-by-line [except
for VI = 2 DCN (see ref. 2)] interpretation of the PFEspectra, the absolute rates
of predissociation obtained in our trajectory work seem to be alittle too fagi for
certa in VI = 0,1 levels.For example,weclaim that ca. 50%of the VI= 1,V2 =
4 DCN rnolecules should predissociate within a rotational period. MS bad to
infer the existence of vI = 1,V2 = 4 predissociation from their absorption spectrum and from the fact that ibis level certainly bas enough total energy to lie
above the dissociation threshold.
A rew smali discrepancies such as that mentioned above make us wonder about
the use of classical trajectories in studying intramolecular energy transfer. After
all, arbitrary amounts of energy can be transferred among the VIand V2modes
within classical mechanics. The phase relationships of theangular and radial
parts of the vibrational wavefunctions limit energy transfer in quantum mechanics. Moreover, the local deBroglie wavelengths corresponding to the radia l
and angular degrees of freedom are certainly not smali compared with distances
over which the potential energy surface varies. Hence, there seems to be little
that leads one to expect that a classical treatment of the D(H) atom' s motion
should be valid. Therefore, it is useful to ask whipur classical treatment was
able to do so well in describing trends in the rates of predissociation of DCN.
For ibis reason, we are now beginning to explore exactly ibis same predissociation
problem using the quantum mechanical tools previously used in our laboratory
[4] to explore the rates of predissociation of triatomic van der Waals complexes.
The comparison of the results of these quantum studies with those of the present
classical trajectory investigation will be most interesting and important.
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